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The Reptilian Bibi was again elected in Israel. It's funny with jews you have whiny
tears about when others have stable governments or have kings and rulers, but Bibi
is going to reign as emperor over Israel for a 5th term. Then probably a sixth, a
seventh etc.

Bibi has like 20 years in power, but lo and behold, in Israel there is a democracy.
The thing is jews, unlike the Goyim Nations where they export social, political, and
general  everything  anti-life  and  the  ultra  form  of  depravity,  they  do  not  follow
"liberal" policies. 

Do not get high on your own supply is the motto of the jews. Karl  Marx is one
example. The jew who couldn't tie his shoelaces and smelled from 10 feet away,
was a genius to create a financial theory based on forgery. Of course, Israel never
followed "Talmud Based Socialism" nor did it ever follow "Universal Communism"
as they preach. Albania, Russia, North Korea, and others, did though, and we know
where this ended up. 

As such Israel  to  not  getting high on  their  own supply,  and having useful  idiot
puppet states, and it makes sense it will only re-elect a candidate that is basically
the  one  who  is  learned  at  the  craft  of  goyim  deception  for  a  very  long  time.

Jews are to invent problems for others, not get eaten in them themselves. Oy Vey
The Goyim and their Roman emperors they didn't have Muh Elections. People like
Bibi  are gonna raise like huge walls around Israel  and make whole sections of
"other races" disappear like the Palestinians, and the same race will give everyone
else  lectures  every-time  someone  on  some  other  nation  is  even  thinking
subconsciously  to  be  overrun  by  foreigners  is  really  a  bad  thing  for  everyone
involved.  

This  is  Israel's  Wall  but  America can't  even build a fence,  for  obvious reasons.
That's because Israel has to live, and America has to either be forcibly assimilated,
or go down. Different destinies are chosen by the chosen for these nations, so
different moralities are at work there.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=75077#p75077


The situation with Bibi  is that he is a literal  Israeli  war-hawk and all  the rest  is
gibberish they tell  the Goyim to confuse them. Another line the jews use at  the
Goyim is that the jews are in some sort  of  state of  perpetual  warfare with one
another. They in reality are not. 

They just have occasional chimpout episodes in regards to how things should be
run,  how  they  will  commence  with  genocides,  and  in  general  they  debate  the
methods which they are going to follow. Over these jews can kill other jews as the
survival of the jewish race is at stake, but it never really reaches that far. 

Jews also do this other joke where they complain about "Zionists" and the funnier
meme is when all the jews are literally backing up Israel and Zionism. It's sort of like
they whine about Jesus Christ but you see all jews worldwide literally pushing it like
a  turd  that  has  them  sweating  after  eating  extra  chilly  Mexican  Kosher  food.
Publicly denounce, privately indulge.

After all as one of the founding minds of Zionism has said, it's a necessity to keep
the persecuted Israel meme going:



Bibi is one of these cases where all jews pretend they are concerned about for his
humanitarian problems, and how is slyly depopulating all of Palestine. In his recent
promises  Bibi  just  told  his  fellow  reptiles  that  he  is  basically  going  to  extinct
Palestine and keep on the same external policy line he has always done in the
West Bank. Jews realize their heritage, lands, and everything else, is a matter of life
and death, and also, being perceiving of other cultures trying to take down your
own. The usual of his 20 year reign that is.

However  Dr  Whateverovich  in  Sweden  is  going  to  write  a  couple  thesis  from
Stockholm University on how Swedish people need a maximum number of foreign
people culturally, three thousand genders, and how the most important thing in life
is  only  IKEA  furniture,  and  definitely  not  superficial  things  like  one  going
demographically under. He will write scripts for National TV to play on "Go black,
never go back" and the related things, put one's National Anthem in a porn movie in
during midday Government created TV ads, and so forth.

Then this jew when shit hits the fan will emigrate Israel with Bibi, and take a DNA



test to certify his jewishness because Hitler was a madman for desiring a racially
homogeneous state.  Then he is  going to  go down in  the West  Bank and start
slaughtering unarmed Palestinians en masse to further his racial state that is to
expand from Palestine to Euphrates. 

Remember the thing is there are no races:

(Missing Image)

Because there are no races, jews just take extensive DNA testing to enter Israel,
because there are no races. Big lolz again. Just remember Jews aren't a race, they
are a religion, lolz. This is why the average Cohen aka Jewish Priest has to have a
proven lineage that aims to be "Purely jewish" for a thousand years as their aim. In
regards to you goyim, just mix it up to the brim. 

It's not like Israel is just doing the same policy for literally thousands of years. No,
it’s just by a huge coincidence that the Torah is literally instructing all  of Israel's
policy of creating the Greater Israel. Which will require the death of a few nations in
order to happen. 



But that's fine the jew has a plan here too, he will depopulate the Middle East by
causing civil wars etc., and throwing these 'people' onto his enemies, so they have
to deal with their Islam and everything else. They have around 95 million people to
take out, but when they ship like 3 million yearly into Europe, it doesn't sound really
that impossible, does it? 

Everything becomes easier when you ship millions of young able bodied men from
the countries you want to take out, and move them on countries you're already at
cultural war with. This way both these goyim juke it out, while you win at two fronts. 

When jews are questioned or criticized on any of the above, they will  of course
report nothing in news, they will kill Palestinian reporters, what have you. They will
all  disappear.  The  global  community  that  spies  on  every  cellphone  and  every
goalpost existing on this earth, dindu know and dindu nuffin in regards to the human
rights crisis on the Middle East. What Middle East? Are you an antisemitic racist? 



Another thing the election of Bibi has to remind us is that it's important for Goyim to
be progressive, change, be totally lost,  do drugs, be deviants,  and in generally,
have no family traditions or any family ethic. 

Meanwhile the average family in Israel:



But just remember, dick trolley and porn hub for the rest of your life in Europe and
elsewhere. Did you try a BBC yet? AH, you don't know what you're losing at dear
lady, viral disease and single motherhood and many other beautiful delicacies are
only some of the few wonderful things that await you and have been in store for
you. Don't let anyone talk you out of it. 

After all you're a free women, and what do free women do? The choices that will
lead  their  race  and  themselves  to  the  highest  level  of  possible  personal
unhappiness,  and  to  extinction.  This  is  the  pathway  to  Freedom.  Ignorance  is
Knowledge,  Weakness  is  Strength.  Clever  Choices  are  Dumb Choices.  Repeat
many times or as needed to rid your mind of any notion of self validity and self
existing value.

In regards to Good Parenting, and having weapons for your nation and stuff like
that, please forget all of that. Kids must be instructed to care about non-existing
problems  such  as  Global  Warming,  video  game  morals,  and  be  stumped  into
submission to not even 'troll online' lest anyone's feelings get hurt. 

Weapons are for idiots. And since Israel is so poor, sorry and idiotic, they make
sure to have all the weapons just to be sure. Your kids will probably be able to fend
this away with big talk about how immoral having weapons is and Global Warming
arguments.  

Apparently,  grown American adults  do not  have the maturity,  jews say,  to carry
firearms. Yet, 3 to 5 year olds in Israel have the consciousness to be given classes
on heavy anti-artillery weapons. 



As for the white guy having discontent in regards to that, let us remind you of how
much of a Phallocentric you are, and how much you suppress the Free Will of other
individuals. It's not like your women from a race perspective belong to your own
people, you to them, and them to you. This is all a thing of the Past. It's the Ego and
Selfishness speaking to your ear when you make these thoughts. The Good Goy is
the selfless goy.

Selfish reactions which boil down to Egocentrism make people love pictures like
that:

More  selfish  reactions  make  people  even  do  things  like  that,  procuring  their
oppressor genes: 

(Missing Image)

To cure these above testost-erroneuous beliefs, one must follow a vegan diet, be a
cuck, and in general repent that they even think about these things. Remember
above what is your morals now in regards to being a woman. Pissing yourself on a
sidewalk  after  binge  drinking  and  drug  use  is  a  great  thing  to  do,  and  very
liberating. Don't let people tell even recommend you otherwise. 

No- no! This doesn't look absolutely Pathetic below. It is the visions from the world



of Great Visionaries we are living in. Do not let any form of conscience and self-
evaluation creep up on you now, and try to set in the un-goyimification direction.
Your life should consist of grovelling in drugs, alcohol, and in your own very vomit,
aside  with  hook  nosed  "Friends"  that  recommend  you  this  way  as  a  route  to
happiness.

You must be defiant in you resistance to the above rights. As for any serious rights
that matter, such as mass surveillance, this doesn't matter to so long you have a
selfie camera. First things first.

As for males, the more Soy you ingest in your body, and the less kids you have, the
more  fragmented  social  and  family  relations,  and  the  greater  isolation  you
experience, the more likely it is to go to heaven. It's just the earth you won't be
going  to  very  far,  but  in  regards  to  heaven,  you'll  get  there  quickly  and  fast.  

Statues  that  have  been  left  behind  are  only  there  to  show  you  what  to  NOT
become.  They  aren't  there  as  an  inheritance  of  the  health,  power,  and
consciousness of your ancestors to guide you into proper manhood. No, no. They
are there to just decorate and nothing else.



Roman legionnaires? Ancient Greek Warriors? Vikings? Defending lands of White
people and stuff like that? Come on, we're in 2019.

What the hell are you talking about you sick goy boy? What you need to be is a soy
boy, goy boy. You sicken the whole Rabbinate with these ideas. Two rabbis are now
hospitalized that you made these thoughts. Don't you feel any guilt? What you need
is more of this:



Do not dare you get girlfriends and shit like that and build a household, these ideas
are so unwise. For one you must spend all your life thinking how evil is that, while
another monkey passes you by. Always make sure to aim for the ideal of the most
ideal - this is what you should aim for. As for the women of the earth, let these go to
any passing monkey. There are more important things for you to do such as make
pornhub rich from advertising money. This makes you a pious goy.

He does. He's a Good example to follow. Do not follow Evil examples. Follow the
Good examples.

Another very important thing to remember at all  times is that Goyim must never
become let's say fundamentalist and things like that, especially if this has to do with



their Pagan deities and defending their heritage. Just remember where this led the
last time this happened, jews almost disappeared, and we wouldn't have the holy
people to deal with their agenda today such as Greater Israel, and running the risk
of  becoming  a  global  slave  cattle  farm  that  is  barcoded  and  microchipped.  

So imagine how bad this would have been for the Chosen people, but thankfully,
the  Goyim doesn't  really  reminiscence a  lot  about  these  times.  They  are  busy
deciding what knee to put down for Rabbi Yeshua, and how to not hurt emotionally
people who put them on the fast route to extinction. After all, one tear flowing on
their cheek, is too much of a price to pay to not walk anymore upon this earth. IF
you're  in  doubt  of  that,  as  a  typical  racist,  bigot,  and xenophobe,  you need to
increase your veganism, because you apparently still  have some instincts about
yourself, and that's really bad.

You must not get heated when reminded that you had around 10,000+ years of
Pagan ancestry that was literally overrun by Jewish abrahamism that invaded all
your cultures.  That's really bigoted thinking. Also, your politicians have to be all
"secular" and they must never take "Spiritual" things in consideration such as Hitler
and these Evil Satanists and weird people like Himmler did, such as restoring your
ancient religion. Only Bibi can consult the Rabbinate on how to screw more goyim. 

(Missing Image)

The  jew  remembers  his  tradition  from 5700  years  ago  and  still  has  the  same
agenda to extinct the very same ancient enemies that nowadays do not even cause
them any grief, and of course, he elects politicians, states, and whole conspiracies
in the unwavering aim to serve his ancient purposes and aims, but preaches to the
Goyim in Scandinavia to only  take in account their  history in Sweden and their
tolerant values of the last 10 years, big lolz. 

Just stay focused on Rabbi Yehoshua which was later called Jesus Christ if you
want to go a little back in history. Just don't go further than that. Keep it safe. That's
what matters. The Love of a Rabbi from the Levant that didn't even exist really. But
who cares right? The holocaust didn't happen either but you're still paying your hard
earned shekels for closely a century. It was as real in jewish minds as the holohoax
is. That's what matters. 



Forget  any  things  by  your  ancestors  goyim,  what's  important  is  how  many
thousands of Genders there are, during the time where you go extinct. Mhm, that's
it  goyim. Keep it  up.  Also do not forget to have someone total cuckold as your
minister of defence, minister of war, and minister of external relations, or better yet,
a fat feminist, life hating woman which is more obese than a whale. This type of
stuff  in general is really helpful to civilization. You can't  handle to hurt  anyone's
feelings can you? If  you hurt people's feelings that's another Shoah, and you're
liable to killing 6 trillion people if you do that. 



This is  their  defence minister,  this  is  your health minister,  fellow Goyim, Amen.

Meanwhile  the  Jew  is  going  to  put  his  own  "Women"  to  serve  his  agenda
unwavering  and  even  hold  guns  to  defend  his  nation.  Mhm,  that's  right  stupid
goyim. Your women be like "Oy vey, we wuz oppressed n shiet, too busy to keep
our tribe alive, oy gevalt!". Open Borders cause Muh Feels.

In Israel however, it's just a little different, hehe, goyim. Ready to put bullets in the
head of any enemy if so is required. Not that this is some sort of tribal loyalty, no!
Remember 6 gorillion.



After all, the Divine Jew, Rabbi Yehoshua, is a beautiful ideal to have. We must go
in the deepest and fastest way possible into total depravity, insanity, and the total
sinking of any pillar that keeps our goyim nations going. Forget genders and the
related, these are stupid things.



This is probably why in Israel, which rules the world for 20 centuries, these things
actually  do matter,  while  on failing nations which require  zapping from Zeus to
come alive from their disability, we are pushed all sorts of mental viruses such as
Christianity, Liberalism, Marxism, and whatever else toilet invention the jew ass has
secreted - and of course rejected.

Bibi be like running the political life in Israel for like 40 years, but goyim wait - you
can't  have  your  own  "Political  figures",  must  throw  them in  the  trash  can  and
replace them by  dumb individuals  like  Cortez  every  4-5  years.  You need more
Cortez in your life and more Andrew Yang for Free Gibs and more Bernie Sanders
for Yolo Economy and Yolo Economy Commie Deal. It's good when you rip out your
economy to shreds just keep Pelosi's promise to keep funding Israel even if your
government and whole country collapses. That's all that matters. 

When they wreck the nation, another has to take their place to repeat this process
and deepen it, preferably, to serve totally alien interests than your own land. This is
politics. In regards to what is politics in Israel, Bibi approves:

Mhm goyim, that's right. At least, it's not Das Reich, it's only "That's Right". That
would be unforgivable to be Das Reich. This is also because Das Reich could not
only prevent all of the above, but now the Palestinians will be exterminated more
and more, but at least you aren't doing dumb things like having a Roman steady
Imperium anymore. That would be really unforgivable to put jews in their place once
again. Totally unacceptable.

Grooming gangs? Literal invasion? Remember to always be totally obedient and
open your heart, minds, legal systems, legs, asses, what have you, to things that



are totally foreign to you and will take you down. That is a necessity for the Goyim.
In regards to the jew, that is his necessity:

Every attempt of you to like uhm, act your own heritage, is total Nazism. You're
creating 6 trillion lampshades in an instant when you denounce Christ, or imagine
or reminiscence the great glories of your past. You're being a Nazi. Bibi has to say
this in regards to that, after 3500 years of keeping into the same route with his race
of maggots:



But we have to remember what Hitler said about a Thousand Year Reich, and how
this was a very evil statement. It comes after all from a White person in regards to
Whites living in White homelands, and away from destruction, parasitism, and the
related "Evolutions" that we have underwent.

As such, it's a big no-no for all of us.

The  jew  can  tell  you  about  Eternal  Gehenom  (Hellfire  for  disbelievers  in  the
Talmud), 5700 years of Jewish history, and so forth, Eternal Zion- but that is fine,
the future of  "Eternal  Utopia of  the Jew where all  Jews will  own 2800 Slaves".
These are all nice and acceptable statements.

But that's fine, good and moral for all mankind.

Ah, where would we be without jews to let us know of things like that?

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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